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Executive summary 

•  Establish a center of LSST expertise at NOAO to support the 
astronomy community 
–  Enabling science now 
–  Preparing community for scale of LSST 

•  Build on scientific and technical expertise of NOAO and its 
connection to community 
–  Stellar populations and transient and variable science 
–  DECam as a pre-LSST science platform 
–  Community organization 

•  Current projects as prototypes for LSST activity 
–  Transient event broker 
–  Data Lab as platform for data experimentation 
–  Guidance for cadence exploration 

•  Partner with SLAC to expand scope of user support 
•  Coordinate with LSSTPO to strengthen support for the community 
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Towards an LSST Expertise Center 
Guiding concepts 

•  Goal 
–  Create the LSST expertise center for the astronomy community 
–  SLAC will support Dark Energy Science Collaboration (DESC) 

•  Method 
–  Enable “big survey” research now 
–  Build on DECam-based NOAO programs and Surveys 
–  Extend to LSST 

•  Collaborate 
–  LSST PO for various software tools 
–  SLAC for common user support interests 
–  NCSA for computing environment (eventually) 
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Towards an LSST Expertise Center 
Topical areas 

•  Research area foci 
–  Stellar populations in the Local Volume (SMWLV collaboration) 
–  The time-variable Universe (Transients and Variables collaboration) 

•  Community organization 
–  Organize workshops on topics general interest 
–  Encourage visits to Expertise Center 
–  Center scientific staff who are actively engaged in LSST community  

•  Big Data and the Community 
–  Deploy collaborative spaces 
–  Deploy tools for visualization and analysis 

•  Parsing the variable sky 
–  Characterize alert streams 
–  Identify the rarest of the rare 
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Community organization 
Current projects 

•  Staff participation in LSST Science Collaborations 
–  LSST Transients and Variables 
–  LSST Supernovae (NOAO Co-Chair) 
–  LSST Stars, Milky Way, and Local Volume (NOAO subgroup leader) 
–  Also LSST Galaxies and LSST AGN 

•  Workshops  
–  Spectroscopy in Era of LSST (April 2013, completed, published report) 
–  LSST Observing Cadences I.  Science Metrics (August 2014) 
–  Practical Big Data (working title, under development for 2015) 
–  DECam Community Science and Lessons for LSST 

(working title, under development for 2015) 
•  Work with observatories and community groups on groundwork for 

LSST follow-up observations 
–  Initial focus: Gemini South and SOAR 
–  Have started dialogue with Gemini Director 
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Big Data and the Community 
Challenges & approaches 

•  How do astronomers effectively share large imaging datasets and 
object catalogs with the broader community? 

•  How do large teams coordinate their data analysis activity  
of massive datasets? 

•  How do astronomers efficiently access, explore, and visualize 
datasets that are too big to fit on desktop computers?  

•  NOAO is developing a Data Lab concept to address these 
challenges; to be used as a tool by LSST SCs 

•  DECam-based NOAO programs and Surveys are natural starting 
point 

–  A few existing NOAO Surveys may also help, e.g., NOAO Deep Wide 

•  Intermediate step is DES catalogs (coming in 2016+) 
•  As much as possible, adopt-adapt-deploy, not develop 
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NOAO Data Lab 
Key objectives 

•  Centralized facility for data analysis, visualization, sharing, 
and publication amongst project teams using NOAO facilities 

•  Services to filter, explore, and access large catalogs and  
associated data generated from NOAO facilities 

•  Gateway to related catalogs, images, or spectra 
–  Tools for sub-selecting or cross-matching catalogs and data 

•  Incorporate existing analysis tools and science workflows 
•  Add as test bed for new tools and workflows  
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NOAO Data Lab: Science Case 

•  Data Lab development focused on DECam community programs, in 
anticipation of DES data release in ~2017 

•  Two initial prototype programs 
–  SMASH (Survey of the Magellanic Stellar History; PI Nidever) 
–  A Synoptic DECam survey of the Galactic Bulge (PI Saha) 

•  Both programs have heavy NOAO staff involvement, providing 
efficient interface to development team 

•  Initial development will be focused on making Data Lab a useful 
resource to the teams themselves (audience of ~30 people); building 
on VO tools and services 

•  Both programs are also of strong interest to LSST Stars, Milky Way, 
and Local Volume Science Collaboration (audience of ~90 people); 
also Transients collaboration (~85 people) 
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Prototyping the Data Lab 
Using SMASH 
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•  Applied stellar locus color-
color cut to remove 
unresolved galaxies 

•  LMC well-detected at 
R=14° with main sequence 
stars 

•  Analysis of background 
galaxy-dominated field 
(using stellar locus cuts in 
ugriz) shows that our LMC 
population surface 
brightness limit is ~35.5 
mag/arcsec2 
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SMASH data visualization 
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SMASH data visualization 
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Prototyping the Data Lab 
Using Galactic Bulge Variable project 
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Scene from One chip in Baade’s 
window 

100s exposure in r’ 
Note patchy dust 
Some stars saturated 
DoPHOT finds 200,000 objects 
  



Prototyping the Data Lab 
Using Galactic Bulge Variable project 

•  DoPHOT-based photometric pipeline 
•  >5×106 objects measured in Baade’s Window field 
•  Developed variable identification technique on M5 calibration cluster 
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Prototyping the Data Lab 
Using Galactic Bulge Variable project 
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M5 Baade’s window 



Parsing the variable sky 
Challenges & approaches 

•  From LSE-163, a DIASource is a source detected from a difference 
image with S/N>5.  For each detected DIASource, an alert is 
transmitted within 60 seconds. 

•  The system is scaled to issue ~107 alerts per night 
•  Over time, most alerts will come from objects known previously to 

vary 
•  Will still need to filter full alert stream to find objects of interest 
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Parsing the variable sky 
Challenges & approaches 

Questions: 
•  How many alerts per night should we expect from prior experience? 
•  How many alerts from new objects per night? 
•  How to design a broker to serve broad filtering needs? 
 
Approaches: 
•  Use an empirical data set (Kepler variability) to establish numbers 
•  Look at individual object classes to establish new object alert rate 
•  Collaboration with U.A. CS Dept. to design LSST-scale broker 
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Parsing the variable sky 
 A simulation 
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•  Empirical study of statistics of stellar variability 
based on Kepler Quarter 13 data 

•  Statistics for stars mapped to whole sky 
through match of Kepler variabiity rate to 
Besançon Galaxy model 

•  Predicts alert rate as function of location for 
LSST and for GAIA 

•  Analysis includes treatment of variable AGN 
and moving objects 

•  While number of alerts on new objects for LSST 
and GAIA will be very large at first, drops by 
orders of magnitude after 2-3 years 

•  Critical to handle moving objects, as they dwarf 
other types of new alerts at start of survey 

•  Paper (Ridgway et al. 2014) submitted, 
presented at Hotwired III 

•  Next step: basis for alert stream simulator 
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Figure 7 illustrates how the number of variables de-
tectable depends on the brightness range considered.
Each curve represents the total stars from Figure 6 sorted
by 0.5 magnitude bins. At high latitudes, the total ini-
tially increases by 3X for each magnitude additional
depth. However, at r ' 20, the trend turns around
and the number of stars per half-magnitude decreases
steadily. Thus the majority of detectable variables at
high latitude will be brighter than r ' 21. Near the
galactic center the brightness peak for number of de-
tectable variables shifts over the range 18–22 and will
be very direction dependent anywhere near the plane.
Figure 8 shows how the total number of detectable vari-

ables depends on the detection threshold. The solid line
shows the total number of stars detectable in the range r
= 15 to 24.5 (near the 5�

phot

single visit detection thresh-
old). The 5�

phot

curve e↵ectively sums the information
in Figures 6 and 7 and shows the number of detectable
variables with that criterion, which should approximate
the number of possible alerts for variability. The curve
for 1�

phot

shows a likely number when post-processing
for variable detection is considered.
Since the total numbers across the sky are dominated

by the galactic plane, we consider next the plane and
high latitude regions (taken here as l > 20�) separately.
The predicted total counts of detectable variables in the
south high latitude region are 9.5e7 (5�

phot

), and 4.4e8
(1�

phot

). Figure 9 shows the integrated total detectable
variables for l < �20�, plotted as a histogram in 0.5
mag bins. The totals are modest, even for a thresh-
old of 1�

phot

. The distributions show a strong peak
at 21 (22) magnitudes respectively, confirming that the
most numerous variables will be detected 2-3 magnitudes
brighter than the LSST single-visit detection threshold.
In the plane of the Galaxy the focus will be on galactic

targets, there will be interest in detecting large numbers
of variable targets of all types, and compiling complete
samples may be useful. We have studied the galactic
plane with samples on a grid. An appropriately weighted
sum for the galactic plane (|l|  20�) gives counts of
5.1e9 and 5.1e10 for 5�

phot

and 1�
phot

, respectively, al-
ways subject to caveats about extinction and crowding.
Interestingly, most of these variables will not be close to
the LSST single visit faint detection limit, and so study
of such numbers of objects may actually be possible.

9.2. GAIA

The GAIA mission (Perryman et al. 2001) will deliver
time-resolved photometry for large numbers of galactic
variables, with ' 70 observations per target over an in-
terval of 5 years. The mission will make photometric
measurements in two passbands, designated blue and red
(de Bruijine et al. 2005). The performance in terms of
detection error per visit (ie. taking into account the in-
formation obtained from multiple detectors during the
progress of a single scan) has been characterized in terms
of the g-magnitude, for stars in the range g = 12-20, as
�
det

= 10�3((0.02076z2 + 2.7224z + 0.004352)1/2, where
z = 100.4(g�15).
The photometry calibration error for GAIA will nat-

urally be less than for LSST, but it is a little unclear
what value to use, particularly for the rapid processing
and alert generation (Jordi et al. 2010). We have ex-

Figure 8. The density of variable stars, per field of 10 square de-
grees, detectable by LSST in g-band, Solid curve - the total number
of stars in the range g= 15 to 24.5 detectable in one visit at 5�

phot

significance. Dashed curves - the counts of the expected variable
detections, for threshold: 1�

phot

, 3�
phot

, and 5�
phot

. Assumption:
�
cal

= 5 mmag.

Figure 9. The total number of LSST detectable variables in-
tegrated over high latitudes (l = �20 to �90�), per bin of 0.5
magnitudes in the r-band, for a threshold of 5�

phot

(circles, appro-
priate to alert generation) and 1�

phot

(diamonds, appropriate to
end-of-survey post processing). Assumption: �

cal

= 5 mmag.

perimented with calibration noise levels of 0, 1, and 5
mmag, and show these in Figure 10. The GAIA variabil-
ity detection limit at faint magnitudes is surely limited
by photon noise rather than calibration, and the lower
(and zero) calibration error assumptions simply increase
the number of very bright and only slightly variable tar-
gets identified.
Quantitatively, we find that for 1 mmag calibration

error, the number of detectable variables will be 3.9e5 at
high latitude and 2.4e8 in the plane. The numbers with
0 mmag calibration error are larger by '20%, and the
numbers for a photometric noise of 5 mmag are '35%
smaller, so the total range is < 2⇥. In the following we
will take as representative a GAIA photometric error of
1 mmag. The large star count at low-latitude of course
depends on GAIA’s ability to deal with crowded fields,
given the drift scan and data compression strategy. In
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Figure 13. The cumulative VPDF for galactic nuclei, showing
the data from (Klesman & Sarajedini 2012) as squares. A bound-
ary condition shown as a triangle, explained in the text, is the
basis for extrapolating the function to smaller amplitudes. The
function is assumed to go to zero for amplitudes smaller than 10
mmag, implicitly defining AGN to have variability � 10 mmag.
The function is set to zero for variability amplitudes greater than
700 mmag, owing to lack of su�cient data.

Figure 14. The expected number AGN per 0.5 r-magnitude bin
whose variability can be detected by LSST at the single visit de-
tection threshold, 5 �

phot

, integrated over the LSST-accessible sky.
The cumulative total of this histogram is 2.9M.

In the case of stars it was a fair assumption that the
brightness of most variables would decorrellate between
observation epochs. For galaxies this is not a good as-
sumption, so we also need information about the tempo-
ral power in Galaxy variations (eg. (Gaskell & Klimek
2002). For present purposes we simply note that the vari-
ation is more stochastic and non-uniform than periodic
(so f

�

⇠ 0.33, section 6), and the time constant is typi-
cally weeks to months, rather than days or years. This
means that the rate of first-time detection of variability
in AGN will be lower, and the number yet to be detected
will decay more slowly than was the case for stars. The
discovery total will be determined more strongly by the
duration of the survey rather than by the number of ob-

Figure 15. A prediction of the LSST discovery rates for vari-
able targets in high latitudes, |l| > 20�. A solid line represents
variable stars from the combination of Kepler statistics and the
Besançon model, and assuming the measurement of independent
variability epochs twice per month. The solid curve labeled AGN
corresponds to the predicted variable AGN discovery rate assum-
ing a characteristic variability time of 0.5 years. The dashed CV
curve gives an estimated upper limit to the CV discovery rate for
an assumed burst interval of 2 years, and a discovery probability
of 0.5 for each burst. The dotted line is a prediction for the nightly
rate of observation of MBA’s that have not yet been adequately
characterized, with numerous assumptions described in the text,
including a characterization success rate of 0.5 per data set.

servations.
For purposes of fielding an estimate, we assume

stochastic variation and a time constant of 4 or 12
months, so that approximately 1/3 of the yet undetected
variables will be discovered in each such interval (neglect-
ing such details as accessibility through the year). Now
the fraction of AGN observed for the first time to have
switched to a detectably di↵erent state will be described
as in section 8.5. For an example, if the AGN variability
time constant is 4 months, the number of LSST discov-
ered variable AGN’s will begin at 10K per night, and
decrease to 100/night after 3 years, whereas if the time
constant is 12 months, the rate will start at 3.5K per
night, and only decrease to 100 per night after 10 years.
The intermediate time constant of 6 months is shown in
Figure 15.
Predictions for AGN detections by GAIA are problem-

atic because of the GAIA optimization for point sources.

13.2. Main Belt Asteroids in the LSST survey

The last category of variable targets that will be con-
sidered here is the main belt asteroids (MBA). A wide
and deep survey will detect large numbers. For LSST,
(Ivezić et al. 2009) utilize model orbital element and mag-
nitude distributions to estimate that N

MBA

= 5.5⇥ 106

main belt asteroids will be detectable by LSST. For com-
parison with other target types, we partially reverse en-
gineer that simulation, assuming that the asteroids are
distributed uniformly in ecliptic longitude, and with an
ecliptic latitude dependence from (Wolfe & Zissis 1978),
we model the distribution of MBA as F (�) = 385e�0.14�

where F is in objects per square degree and � is the lat-
itude in degrees. Near the ecliptic plane, the number of
objects will be in the range 3000 per LSST field, while
at ecliptic latitudes greater than about 30� the density
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ANTARES 
Arizona/NOAO Transient Alert & Response System 

•  Funded 3-year initial project 
•  Collaboration with U.A. Computer 

Science Department  
•  NOAO Co-Is: T Matheson, Abi Saha 
•  Prototype focused on finding  

“rarest of the rare” 
•  Will test core flow of system 
•  Open source/open access 
•  No alerts will be lost 
•  Future versions can expand to 

accommodate multiple filtering paths 
to address many goals 
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Parsing the time domain 
Towards LSST 

•  Prototype being built around the alert streams of existing projects  
as well as simulated streams 
–  Stripe 82, PanSTARRS, CRTSS 

•  By end of current project, scale to larger streams 
–  e.g. DECam/DES 

•  Ultimate goal: deploy LSST-scale version for LSST Commissioning 
–  Possible collaboration with NCSA 
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SLAC/NOAO collaboration 
Areas of common interest 

•  SLAC and NOAO together provide a larger pool of expertise 
•  In area of LSST software and simulation tools, NOAO (OpSim) and 

SLAC (PhoSim, DM development) have complementary expertise 
•  SLAC has expertise in large-scale computing and Dark Energy 

science, NOAO has broad astronomical experience and connection 
to astronomy community 

–  Discussing analyzing precursor data at scale, OpSim on large-scale computing 
platform 

•  Joint meetings and reciprocal visits to strengthen ties 
•  Organize workshops on LSST topics (Cadence workshop first 

example) 
•  Work together to lead “First Byte” pre-LSST dry run, driven by SC 

members in DESC and e.g. SMWLV, Transients and Variables 
•  Collaborate on commissioning activity 
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Summary 

•  Want to establish a center of LSST expertise at NOAO to support the 
astronomy community 
–  Enabling science now 
–  Preparing community for scale of LSST 

•  Build on scientific and technical expertise of NOAO and its 
connection to community 
–  Stellar populations and transient and variable science 
–  DECam as a pre-LSST science platform 
–  Community organization 

•  Current projects as prototypes for LSST activity 
–  Transient event broker 
–  Data Lab as platform for data experimentation 
–  Guidance for cadence exploration 

•  Partner with SLAC to expand scope of user support 
•  Coordinate with LSSTPO to strengthen support for the community 
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